
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for an information SYS tech analyst.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for information SYS tech analyst

Provide complex technical recommendations messaging infrastructure
solutions to project-based requirements, including providing cost of
hardware, software and labor in support of the installation and customization
of the solution, implementing the projects' toward designing “first build”
environments
Problem solve, research, and Innovate to provide efficient changes that
improve the Engineering and Process standards of work
Create and maintain ES Engineering Metrics and Dashboards utilizing
Microsoft SharePoint and Data Analytic tools
Maintain ES Engineering SharePoint community and collaboration pages
Utilize Agile and Team Foundation Server in work initiatives
Support the Systems Integration and Test organization with validation and
verification processes and automated testing
Leading and participating in requirements discovery to elicit business and
user requirements for system modifications, enhancements and
implementations via interviews, use cases and scenarios, user stories, process
modeling, review of existing systems and documentation, and other methods
Clarifying ambiguity in business requirements and process flows to ensure
adequate understanding by all teams
Collaborating with SMEs and developers through various formats to ensure
implementations and designs meet usability specifications

Example of Information SYS Tech Analyst Job
Description
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Qualifications for information SYS tech analyst

Prior Army experience in logistics would be a plus
Operate independently with little oversight in a dynamic environment, to be
highly self-motivated, reporting information to IPT leads, and the customer
Basic Qualifications for a level 3 are a Bachelors’ degree in Computer
Science/Information Systems or related field of study with a minimum of 5
years of Business Analyst experience
Basic Qualifications for a level 3 Bachelor’s degree with a minimum 5 years
experience developing in an Oracle environment
Must live within 1 hour of Wilkes-Barre location or willing to relocate with 1
month
Position requires that you are able to obtain (and maintain) a Public Trust
clearance


